Deuterium Retention and Desorption Behavior of Co-Deposited Carbon Film Produced in Gap
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Co-deposition of deuterium with carbon in an opening on a plasma-facing surface, a so-called ‘gap’, was simulated by using a deuterium arc discharge with carbon electrodes. The carbon deposition distribution and deuterium retention/desorption behavior of the carbon film were investigated. The amount of deposited carbon decreased exponentially with an increase of the distance from the gap entrance and more rapidly decreased with an increase in discharge gas pressure. The deuterium concentration in the carbon film increased with discharge gas pressure. At a high discharge gas pressure of 36 Pa, the atomic ratio of D/C in the carbon film reached as high as 0.9. Deuterium retained in the film desorbed mainly in the forms of D\textsubscript{2}, HD, CD\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{2}D\textsubscript{4}. The desorption behavior of retained deuterium depended on D/C. In a film with a high D/C ratio, desorption of D\textsubscript{2} started at lower temperatures. The amount of desorbed hydrocarbons (CD\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{2}D\textsubscript{4}) increased with D/C. Carbon film with high D/C tended to contain a polymer-like structure, which could be related to the desorption behavior of the retained deuterium.

1. Introduction

Evaluation of tritium retention in a vacuum vessel is an important issue for ITER and next step fusion devices from the point of view of safety and operational schedule. Carbon material, such as carbon fiber composite (CFC), is a candidate divertor target material in future fusion devices. Carbon material is easily eroded by incident fuel hydrogen and the eroded carbon particles redeposit on the walls that incorporate the fuel hydrogen. It has been found that most of the fuel hydrogen remaining in the vacuum vessel accumulates in the co-deposited carbon film [1]. On the plasma facing surface, there are many openings between the plasma-facing tiles/components and these are generally called the “gap”. The sputtered carbon particles, especially neutral particles, could enter into the gap and deposit on the side surface. Thus, co-deposited carbon film is produced not only on the plasma-facing surface but also in the gaps. The co-deposition of hydrogen with carbon in the gap is a significant concern because removal of fuel hydrogen in the gap is quite difficult [2–4]. In order to evaluate the in-vessel tritium inventory, it is important to investigate fuel hydrogen retention of the co-deposited carbon film within the gap.

In fusion devices with carbon materials used as their plasma-facing material, carbon atoms and hydrocarbons are emitted from the surface by physical and chemical sputtering processes, respectively, part of which is ionized and/or dissociated in the plasma. For hydrogen, hydrogen atoms and ions enter the gap. Therefore, many types of carbon and hydrogen particles can enter the gap and deposit there, which is a very complicated process. Then, a separate investigation of the deposition process of each case is needed. Furthermore, deposits of neutral particles would be more important than of ions because neutral particles can enter more deeply into the gap of magnetic confinement fusion devices.

In the present study, the co-deposition of deuterium and carbon atoms in the gap was simulated by using a deuterium arc discharge with carbon electrodes. The distribution of carbon deposits in the gap and the behavior of deuterium retention in the co-deposited carbon film were examined. The relationship between deuterium desorption behavior and the microstructure of the film is also discussed.

2. Experiment

A deuterium arc discharge was used for the preparation of co-deposited carbon film. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a vacuum chamber used for the preparation of co-deposited carbon film. The deuterium arc discharge was conducted with a discharge current of 50 A and a voltage of 12-16 V. During the arc discharge,
a large electric current flowed through a small spot on the electrode surface and sublimation of carbon subsequently occurred. Deuterium molecules were dissociated by the arc discharge plasma, leading to the generation of deuterium atoms. The sample stage with a gap width of 30 mm and gap depth of 100 mm was placed just below the arc discharge plasma. The discharge pressure varied from 0.8 to 36 Pa. During the discharge, both carbon and deuterium atom generated by the discharge deposited on Mo substrates placed on the sides of the gap. The deposition rate in each case was 2-4 nm/s for the samples placed 10 mm away from the gap entrance, and decreased as the distance from the gap entrance increased (see Fig. 3). The substrate temperature measured using thermocouples during the discharge was below 330 K. After the discharge, the samples were extracted from the chamber, and deuterium retention and desorption behavior of the co-deposited carbon films were investigated with thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). During the TDS analysis, the samples were heated at a rate of 0.5 K/s up to 1273 K and then kept at 1273 K for 20 min. The crystal structure of the carbon film was examined using Raman spectroscopy.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows a cross section view of the co-deposited carbon film prepared at 9 Pa. The carbon film had a columnar structure which was observed to be oriented in the direction for the gap entrance. It is widely known that this inclined columnar structure is formed when the incident angle of a deposited particle is not normal to surface but has an oblique angle, and that the direction of the column is generally incline in the direction of the incoming particle [5–7]. As shown in Fig. 2, the carbon film column is inclined in the direction of the gap entrance. For this reason, the carbon atoms deposited on the Mo substrate were considered to come from the direction of the gap entrance during carbon deposition.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the amount of deposited carbon, measured by weight gain of the Mo substrate after the carbon was deposited. In this figure, the amount of deposited carbon is normalized with the deposition amount of the sample closest to the gap entrance. It was found that the carbon deposition exponentially decreased with the distance from gap entrance, and more rapidly decreased when the discharge gas pressure was high. In the case of low discharge gas pressure, some carbon atoms emitted from the carbon electrodes could directly reach deep into the gap due to a low possibility of collision with a deuterium molecule. On the other hand, in the case of high discharge gas pressure, the carbon atoms emitted from the carbon electrodes easily collide with deuterium molecules so the carbon atom hardly reach deep into the gap. This would be a possible reason for the differences in carbon deposition distribution.

Figure 4 shows the atomic ratio of retained deuterium to carbon versus the distance from the gap entrance. The D/C ratio increased with an increase in discharge gas pressure. The arc discharge plasma was capable of producing more deuterium atoms when the discharge gas pressure is high. Also, the number of deuterium atoms produced by thermal dissociation of D2 at the carbon electrode surface
could increase with discharge gas pressure. This would be a possible reason for the increase in the D/C ratio of the carbon film.

Figure 5 shows the Raman spectra of the carbon films. Two main peaks appeared at 1355 and 1580 cm\(^{-1}\), which are known as the D band and G band, respectively. These two peaks had a broad shape, indicating that the carbon films were amorphous [8, 9]. The slope of the baseline of the spectra became steeper as the D/C ratio increased. It is known that the slope becomes more steeper with an increase in the hydrogen concentration of the carbon film and that this is a characteristic for carbon films with a polymer-like structure [10–12]. The steep slope of the Raman spectra baseline for the carbon film with a D/C ratio of 0.9 indicates that the carbon film is partially composed of a polymer-like structure.

Deuterium retained in the carbon film desorbed in the form of D\(_2\), HD, CD\(_4\) and C\(_2\)D\(_4\) in a TDS analysis. The desorption of other D-containing hydrocarbons was almost negligible. Figure 6 shows the TDS spectra of D\(_2\), CD\(_4\) and C\(_2\)D\(_4\). The TDS spectra of HD was similar to that of D\(_2\). The ratio of the amount of desorbed hydrocarbon species (CD\(_4\) and C\(_2\)D\(_4\)) to total deuterium retention increased with the D/C ratio. As shown in Fig. 5, the carbon film with a high D/C ratio contains a polymer-like structure. In the case of high D/C ratio film, more hydrocarbon precursors (such as -CD\(_3\) and -C\(_2\)D\(_3\)) can be initially formed in the carbon film, and these hydrocarbon precursors would be thermally released mainly in the form of hydrocarbons in the TDS measurement. This might be a possible reason for the increase in hydrocarbon desorption. The desorption of D\(_2\) in the carbon film with a low D/C ratio started at a temperature of around 800 K. In the case of the carbon
film with a high D concentration (D/C = 0.9), desorption of D$_2$ started around at 580 K, and the desorption spectra had shoulder peaks at around 630 and 810 K, which is clearly different from the low D/C case (Fig. 6 (a)). The difference of D$_2$ desorption, again, would come from differences in microstructure.

4. Summary

In the present study, deuterium desorption/retention behavior and carbon deposition distribution in the gap were investigated for the co-deposited carbon film produced by a deuterium arc discharge using carbon electrodes. Carbon deposition decreased exponentially with an increase of the distance from gap and more rapidly decreased with discharge gas pressure. This result suggests that in fusion devices the neutral gas pressure in the gap strongly influences the distribution of carbon deposition. The deuterium concentration in the carbon film increased with the discharge gas pressure. In the case of 36 Pa, the D/C ratio reached as high as 0.9, which is higher than that of a graphite material after energetic hydrogen irradiation [13]. The desorption behavior of retained deuterium depended on the deuterium concentration. In a film with a high deuterium concentration, the desorption of D$_2$ started at a lower temperature and the desorption of hydrocarbons (CD$_4$ and C$_2$D$_4$) increased. The carbon film with high a D/C tended to contain a polymer-like structure, which could affect the desorption behavior of the retained deuterium.

These results indicate that the discharge gas pressure significantly affects the distribution of carbon deposition and desorption/retention behavior of hydrogen in the co-deposited carbon film produced in the gap.